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Technical experts and emerging leaders  
can become EXCEPTIONAL leaders –  
with Eva Doyle’s practical guidance

Professionals who step into a leadership role often feel inadequate, frustrated, and discouraged. 
How can technical experts and emerging leaders develop the skills to become:

• A leader who is truly effective?
• A leader who listens to the ideas of others?
• A leader who has gained the influence to get things done?

Transforming from technical expert or emerging leader into an exceptional leader is a seismic shift.  
You need real-world insights and practical strategies. 

That’s why so many organizations turn to Eva Doyle, MBA. Known as an “informative and witty”  
leadership keynote speaker, Eva shares leadership skills, spiced with humor and inspiration, to help  
audience members make that seismic shift. They gain more control, more influence, and more  
contribution – while the organization gains energized, highly productive leaders and teams. 

Imagine the Possibilities:  
Develop Your Leadership Skills 
so You have More Control, More 
Influence, More Contribution

 

Making the Identity Shift:  
How to Transition from Technical  
Expert to Exceptional Leader

The Three L’s of Leadership:  
Real-World Learnings for  
Technical Experts  
and Emerging Leaders

How much more could we achieve if 
we had exceptional leadership at all 
levels in the technological realm in 
every organization? What could we 
accomplish if every leader knew how 
to nurture people – and their ideas? 
Packed with practical advice, this 
inspiring presentation is perfect for 
opening/closing keynotes and lunch/
dinner keynotes.

 

To gain influence in their organization, 
new leaders must master the ability to 
view themselves as a leader. The keys 
to making this seismic shift in mindset 
are gaining a clear perspective of the 
leadership role and being willing to 
learn new behaviors. In this insightful 
keynote, technical experts and  
emerging leaders get real-world  
advice and practical strategies to  
become exceptional leaders.

What are the most essential skills of 
leadership? Liking, Listening, and 
Learning. Leaders must like the people 
they lead; this includes clearly under-
standing each individual’s strength and 
weakness. They must listen attentively, 
without becoming a therapist! And 
leaders must be willing to keep learning. 
In this insightful – and surprisingly  
humorous – discussion, technical 
experts and emerging leaders get 
practical guidance to become more 
effective leaders.



Leadership speaker and author Eva Doyle  
transforms technical experts into exceptional 
leaders. During her 30 years of corporate and 
government experience – including 20+ years 
in leadership roles – Eva watched the chaos as 
technical experts and accomplished professionals 
struggled to become effective leaders who had 
respect and influence. 

She knew there was a better way. That’s why she wrote the book,  
The Reluctant Leader: From Technical Expert to Human Expert,  
which offers practical guidance for emerging leaders 
to develop the leadership skills they need. 

Eva shares inspiring, often humorous real-life  
stories while offering proven strategies to  
become an exceptional leader.

In her book and keynote presentations, Eva  
addresses two critical areas. First, new managers 
need to shift into a new identity – they need to 
view themselves as leaders and take steps to gain 
influence to get the job done. Next, they need 
guidance to develop day-to-day leadership skills,  
including what to do when an employee cries!

In her varied career, Eva has worked for a commercial bank, a software 
company, and a highly technical agency of the Department of Defense. 
As a leader in organizations large and small, Eva has been responsible 
for multi-million dollar budgets and a 100-person staff. 

Eva holds an MBA from the University of Maryland Smith School of  
Business and a BA from the University of Tennessee, where she graduated 
Phi Beta Kappa with highest honors. In a career that spanned the globe, 
Eva has lived in Germany, Australia, the UK, and the US. Eva is functional 
in spoken and written German and has “traveler” language skills for  
Russian, French, Spanish, Italian, and a smattering of Czech.

Eva Doyle, MBA

This witty, down-to-earth 
leadership speaker offers 
experience that spans  
the globe.

Testimonials

Author of The Reluctant Leader: 
From Technical Expert 

to Human Expert

410-900-3447 
Eva@EvaDoyle.com

“Eva’s presentation was  
extremely informative 

and very witty.”K.F., United Kingdom 

“We scheduled Eva in 
the afternoon, because we 

knew she’d keep  
everyone awake!”M.R., Germany

“I don’t care what topic 
you’re presenting 
– I’ll be there.”Attendee, Australia

Help your group gain the skills  
to become exceptional leaders. 

Book leadership speaker  
Eva Doyle, MBA 

for your next event.

Leadership Author & 
Speaker Consultant


